We classify the pairs (A, D) consisting of an (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative associative algebra A with an identity element over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero and a finite dimensional subspace D of (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative locally finite color-derivations of A such that A is Γ-graded D-simple and the eigenspaces for elements of D are Γ-graded. Such pairs are the important ingredients in constructing some simple Lie color algebras which are in general not finitely-graded. As some applications, using such pairs, we construct new explicit simple Lie color algebras of generalized Witt type, Weyl type.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lie color algebras, a notion first appeared in mathematical physics, Let L = ⊕ λ∈Γ L λ be a Γ-graded F-vector space. For a nonzero homogeneous element a, denote byā the unique group element in Γ such that a ∈ Lā. We shall callā the color of a. The It is easy to see that Z ǫ (A) is Γ-graded. We say that A is color-commutative (or ǫ-colorcommutative) if Z ǫ (A) = A, i.e., [A, A] = 0.
Let A be an (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative associative algebra with an identity element 1. A nonzero F-linear transformation ∂ : A → A is called a homogeneous color-derivation of degree λ ∈ Γ if ∂(a) ∈ A λ+µ , ∀ a ∈ A µ , µ ∈ Γ and 
where ∂∂ ′ is the composition of the operators ∂ and ∂ ′ .
Let D = ⊕ λ∈Γ D λ be an (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative subspace of Der ǫ (A), i.e.,
Recall that the associative algebra A is called graded D-simple if A has no nontrivial graded D-stable ideals.
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A linear transformation T on a vector space V is called locally finite if
for any v ∈ V . The transformation T is called locally nilpotent if for any v ∈ V , we have T n (v) = 0 for some n ∈ N, and T is called semi-simple if it acts diagonalizably on V . In order to construct explicit new simple Lie color algebras of generalized Witt, Weyl types, the first aim of the present paper is to give a classification of all the pairs (A, D) of an (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative associative algebra A with an identity element over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic zero and a finite dimensional subspace D of (ǫ, Γ)-color-commutative locally finite color-derivations of A such that A is Γ-graded D-simple and the eigenspaces for elements of D are Γ-graded (see Theorem 2.2). Then in Section 3, as some applications, using the pairs (A, D), we construct explicit new simple Lie color algebras (including Lie superalgebras) of generalized Witt, Weyl types (see Theorem 3.1).
D-SIMPLE COLOR ALGEBRAS
In this section, we shall classify the pairs (A, D) of an (ǫ, Γ)-commutating associative algebra A with an identity element 1 and a finite-dimensional subspace D of (ǫ, Γ)-commutative locally finite color derivations of A such that A is graded D-simple and the eigenspaces for elements of D are Γ-graded.
First we would like to remark that the eigenspace of a derivation is not necessarily Γ-graded. Since we are considering Γ-graded algebras, it is natural that we require the eigenspaces for elements of D are Γ-graded.
We shall start with constructing explicitly such pairs (A, D). The motivation to construct such pairs will become clear in the proof of Theorem 2.2 below. Actaully, the proof of Theorem 2.2 leads us the way to construct such pairs.
Then by (1.1), Γ + is a subgroup of Γ with index ≤ 2. For any graded subspace B of A, we define
it follows that B = B + ⊕ B − . By (1.5), we have
To construct the pair (A, D), first we construct a Γ-graded ǫ-commutative field extension E of F (i.e., each nonzero homogeneous element of E is invertible). To do this, let Γ 0 ⊂ Γ + be a subgroup of Γ and let E 0 be a field extension of F. Let e :
You will see that these are required by the associativity of the algebra we are going to construct.
From (2.2) it is easy to see that E is a Γ-graded ǫ-commutative field extension of F.
We also require that k 4 = 0 if Γ − = ∅. We shall construct D which will be spanned by color 
has color a and 12) and in general 
14)
2 , where Z 2 = Z/2Z, i.e., J is the subset of F k consisting of the following elements:
with i p = 0 for p ≤ k 1 , and i q ∈ N for q ∈ k 1 + 1, k 1 + k 2 + k 3 , and i r = 0, 1 for q > 
with an E-basis consisting of the elements
3)), where we use the convention that t i = 0 if i / ∈ J . For convenience, we shall denote
Definition 2.1. We define A = A(k, G, E, f ) to be the (ǫ, Γ)-commutative associative algebra with the identity element 1 = E 0 = x 0 , which is the tensor product of algebras
with the multiplication
3), (2.13), (2.17) and (2.18)).
For a ∈ F k , p ∈ 1, k, we denote
For p ∈ 1, k, we define the linear transformations ∂ p , ∂ tp , ∂ * p on A such that they have color −t p (in particular, they have color 0 if p ≤ k 1 + k 2 , cf. (2.14)), and Thus E α x a ∈ I for some (α, a) ∈ Γ 0 × G. Then 24) ). Denote
By (2.24), G can be viewed as a subset of D * 0 by the restriction a → a| D 0 . For any a ∈ G, n ∈ N, we define 0) ) with a ∈ G and any ∂ ∈ H(D), we have
A nonzero vector in A(a)
because a(∂) = 0 if ∂ = 0 by (2.24). This implies
For any x ∈ H(A(a) (0) ), y ∈ H(A(b) (0) ) and ∂ ∈ H(D), we have
Considering the invertibility of root vectors, we have
In particular, we obtain
Thus by (2.27) and (2.28), G is an additive subgroup of D * . Set
Then E is a Γ-graded field extension of F such that E 0 is a field extension of F. We set
Clearly, Γ 0 is a subgroup of Γ and Γ 0 ⊂ Γ + by (2.1). For any α ∈ Γ 0 , choose E α = 1 if α = 0, and
such that the coefficient e α,β satisfies (2.2) by color commutativity and associativity.
First assume that A(0) = E. Since a(∂) = 0 for any homogeneous derivation ∂ with ∂ = 0,
, by induction on m + n + 1, we can
as a linear combination of the forms
By definition (2.25), we obtain that (2.31) is zero, and so is (2.30). It follows that uv ∈ A(a + b) (m+n) . Thus
In particular, (since homogeneous root vectors are invertible), 
,
Expression (2.34) implies that A(0) (1) /E is isomorphic to a subspace of the space Hom E (H, E) over E. By linear algebra, there exist subsets
for some k ∈ N, such that
E∂ p .
Then we have
For convenience, denote
where ℓ = k − k 1 . By (2.1) then
and
Furthermore, by (2.37), we can deduce by induction on the level |i| :
Then A(0) forms a subalgebra of A. We want to prove that A(0) = A(0). By (2.37),
where c i ∈ H(E) and c i = 0 for all but a finite number of i. If ∂ k 1 +1 ∈ Γ + , then we set
and we obtain 
Since H is color commutative, by (2.42) and (2.44), we have
Hence we can re-choose u 2 ∈ H( A(0)) such that
Similarly, we can find u 2 , · · · , u ℓ ∈ H( A(0)) such that
by induction on p. Thus we have
For any ∂, ∂ ′ ∈ H(H 1 ), using (2.35) and (2.39) we deduce
Now (2.45) and (2.46) show that u − ℓ p=1 u p ∈ A(0) (1) . Thus by (2.35), 
Thus u ∈ A(0). This proves
The case A(0) = E can be viewed as in the general case A(0) = A(0) with ℓ = 0.
We re-choose ∂ p , t p , p ∈ 1, k as follows: Choose a homogeneous F-basis {∂ 1 , · · · , ∂ k 1 } of D ∩ H 1 , and set t p = 0 for p ∈ 1, k 1 , then ∂ p are semi-simple derivations on A by (2.33) and (2.35). Let ℓ 1 be the dimension of the maximal locally nilpotent F-subspace of D. Clearly 
By the choices of ∂ p , then there exists t p ∈ A(0) (1) for each p ∈ k 1 + 1, k satisfying (2.36) and (2.37).
For any a ∈ G, we identify
Then G is a nondegenerate subgroup of F k 1 +k 2 (otherwise, there exists ∂ ∈ k 1 +k 2 p=1 F∂ p such that a(∂) = 0 for all a ∈ G and so ∂ is locally nilpotent, which contradicts the maximality of ℓ 1 ). Taking homogeneous root vector u ∈ A (0) (a), by (2.26) and (2.32), we have
Hence
In particular,
is one-dimensional over E. Choose
such that x a is homogeneous with color denoted by a. Since x a is invertible, we have a ∈ Γ + .
Then we have a map satisfying (2.9). By (2.32) and (2.49), we have (2.12) with f (a, b)
satisfying (2.10) and (2.11) by color commutativity and associativity. By (2.48), we obtain
where
is isomorphic to the algebra A 1 defined in (2.12) and (2.13), and 
CONSTRUCTING SIMPLE LIE COLOR ALGEBRAS FROM D-SIMPLE COLOR ALGEBRAS
In this section, as applications, we shall construct some explicit simple Lie color algebras using the pairs (A, D) given in the last section. For simplicity, we assume that the pairs (A, D) in (2.19) and (2.23) satisfies {u ∈ A | D(u) = 0} = F. This is equivalent to that E 0 = F and Γ 0 = {0}. So the map : G → Γ + in (2.9) is a group homomorphism and θ a,b = 0 for all a, b ∈ G. In this case, noting that F is algebraically closed, we prove that we can choose suitable basis {x a | a ∈ G} such that the coefficient f (a, b)
determined by (2.12), which satisfies (2.10) and (2.11), has the following form:
where the right-hand side is a fixed square root such that (2.10) and (2.11) hold.
Let G ′ be a maximal subgroup of G such that x a , a ∈ G ′ can be chosen so that (3.1) holds
choose any x c = 0, and set x a+kc = ǫ( a, c) then we obtain finite dimensional simple Lie color algebras W and W of dimensions 2 2n − 2 and n2 n . In particular, if Γ = Z 2 , ǫ(i, j) = (−1) ij , i, j ∈ Z 2 , we obtain the finite dimensional simple Lie superalgebras W = H(2n) and W = W (n) (see Ref.
2).
Using the pair (A, D), one might construct other simple Lie color algebras, for example, other series of Lie color algebras of Cartan type.
